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Abstract: Emergence is a hot topic of the present research in the domain of complex systems, especially connected with the modelling and simulation of large multi-agent systems. Emergent properties have been obtained in systems inspired from nature – ants, wasps, etc – but also in simple artificial systems like Cellular Automata – obtaining gliding structures – and Transporting Agents – obtaining traffic directions. Most of the systems designed to manifest (truly) emergent properties are made of reactive or mostly reactive agents, with a limited set of actions that they apply as a direct consequence of certain stimuli. As more computational power is available and cognitive multi-agent systems tend to become a mature technology, the study of emergence in the context of such systems is a promising direction of development. Starting from the analysis of emergence in reactive systems, this paper is an attempt to define the different forms and requirements of emergent properties in the context of cognitive multi-agent systems and highlights different settings in which such properties may significantly enhance the overall performance of the system.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Emergence is not a new subject. The concept of “the whole before the parts” was introduced by the ancient Greeks to explain those properties that do not result from the mere addition of the features of the parts, but seem to magically arise when the parts are put together and interact, forming a system.

The subject of emergence has been discussed over time from different points of view (Goldstein (1999)), especially in the context of complex system analysis (Amaral and Ottino (2004)), as emergence is what gives the system properties and behaviour that are not obvious or expected when looking at the individual parts. More important, complex systems cannot be analysed from a purely mathematical point of view, as the number of parts is very large and the equations describing the system are non-linear, therefore a mathematical solution is virtually impossible.

Several definitions of emergence exist (Boschetti et al. (2005)) but none is yet generally accepted. Many times emergence is defined by its effect – the formation of patterns in the structure or behaviour of certain systems.

For the multi-agent systems community, emergence is interesting because it can produce, at a higher level – the level of the system, properties that are not explicitly defined or implemented at the lower level – the level of the individual agents. In the study of agent systems, emergence is almost always related to the notion of self-organisation (Heylighen (2002)) – the organisation of the system emerges dynamically from the interactions between the agents, with no external or centralised control, resulting in organisation that is robust and redundant.

So far, self-organisation and emergence have been studied mainly in the context of multi-agent systems formed of reactive agents – agents that, using simple rules, react to external stimuli, with very limited reasoning, holding almost no knowledge about themselves, their neighbours or the environment. Reactive agents are used for the reason that they are simple and can be easily implemented on devices with limited capacity. By means of emergence and self-organisation, the function they fulfill as a complex system is more complex. The emergents in this case are structures or structured behaviour that the agents organise into.

Nowadays, the capabilities of even very basic computing devices have considerably increased, allowing for a much more complex internal structure for agents – the possibility to hold reasonable amounts of data and to have a more nuanced behaviour. Cognitive agents have knowledge about the surrounding environment, have goals they desire to fulfill, make plans and take action in order to fulfill them. The purpose of this paper is to discuss the concept of emergence in the context of multi-agent systems formed of cognitive agents. The main question that arises is what properties can emerge in this new context, properties that could not emerge in a system formed of reactive agents.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 is dedicated to the existing definitions of emergence. Section 3 gives examples of how emergence is used in several reactive agent systems. The improvements of cognitive agents relative to reactive agents are presented in Section 4. Section 5 discusses the main topic of this paper: emergence in the context of cognitive agent systems. The last two sections are dedicated to an example and conclusions.

2. DEFINITIONS OF EMERGENCE

Throughout recent literature there have been many attempts to define emergence; however, to the moment, none of the definitions is generally accepted. What we know is that emergence appears in the context of complex systems (Amaral and Ottino (2004)) – systems composed of a large number of interacting individual entities. Emergence needs two levels of perspective: the inferior, or micro level of the individual entities and the superior, or macro level of the whole system. A simple definition is that “emergence is the concept of some new phenomenon arising in a system that wasn’t in the system’s specification to start with” (Standish (2001)).

A more elaborated definition is that “a system exhibits emergence when there are coherent emergents at the macro-level that dynamically arise from the interactions between the parts at the micro-level. Such emergents are novel with respect to the individual parts of the system” (De Wolf and Holvoet (2005)). In the definition above, the “emergent” is a general concept that denotes the result of the emergence, that can be a property, a structure, a behaviour or some other phenomenon. The problem with this definition is the notion of novelty, which is not well defined and may leave room for interpretation.

An emergent may be novel the first time it is observed, but the novelty fades as the emergent is manifested again, although the emergent does not change. In fact, the novelty is represented, besides the element of surprise (the emergent is not expected by the designer of the system), by the impossibility to explain the emergent phenomenon knowing the properties and features of the individuals composing the system. However, the ability to explain the emergent is not invariable either, as, when one day the emergent will be explained, it will no longer be unexplainable, but, if genuine, it will still remain the result of emergence (Boschetti et al. (2005)).

The essence in the criteria above is the difference between the language used for the description of the individuals and the language used for the description of the system (Standish (2001)). The microdescription (the description of the entities) is clear, as it is part of the design of the individual parts of the system. The macrodescription however is difficult to define. First, it needs an observer (Randles et al. (2007)) that is capable of detecting the features of the system and from whose perspective the macrodescription can be created. Second, if the microdescription is clear once the individual entities have been designed, there may be more that one macrodescription to describe the resulting behaviour of the system (Gershenson (2002)), so there is a need to find a reasonably good theory (Standish (2001)) – that is equally explanatory and predictive.

Considering the observations above, a better definition of emergence (Beurier et al. (2002)) would be that an emergent is, in the context of an interacting set of agents whose dynamics are expressed in a vocabulary $D$, a global phenomenon – static or dynamic, but nevertheless invariant – that is observed by the agents or by an external observer and can only be interpreted in a vocabulary $D'$ that is different from $D$.

Other approaches (Boschetti et al. (2005)) view emergents as those derived phenomena that increase the predictability of the system, relative to the process or dynamics they derive from (Shalizi (2001)). This view is especially interesting as it does not define emergence relative to an observer, but as a property of the system.

It is important to point out some properties of emergent phenomena (De Wolf and Holvoet (2005)). Emergence occurs in the context complex systems – out of the interaction between a large number of parts. If there is no interaction, emergence cannot occur. Emergence can only be defined in relation with two levels – micro and macro. It is manifested at the higher level, arising from the interactions at the lower level. Also, the individuals do not have any explicit representation of the emergent phenomenon, i.e., the emergent phenomenon cannot be reduced to the specification of the individuals. Although emergents arise only as the systems evolves, once they exist they maintain a certain identity over time (Goldstein (1999)). Emergents arise without any centralised or exterior control and the emergent phenomena is robust and flexible, i.e., it is not influenced by damage on the system (Heylighen (2002)).

To our work, emergence is important because it allows obtaining as the system output a behaviour or function that is of higher level (or complexity) than the specification of its components (Gleizes et al. (1999)). The difficulty rests in determining how an emergent function can be obtained and how it can lead to obtaining the desired emergent function (Serugendo et al. (2006)).

3. EMERGENCE IN REACTIVE AGENT SYSTEMS

In the field of multi-agent systems emergent behaviour has been analysed mostly in the context of systems composed of reactive agents. This is because, on the one hand, they are inspired by natural systems composed of simple individuals that act reactively and interact mainly by means of their environment (Mano et al. (2006)) and, on the other hand, because reactive agents are easier to implement and study. Moreover, the simplicity of reactive agents makes them adequate for very small devices, with low computational power, like low-power sensors that form sensor networks, or particle computers (Mamei et al. (2004)).

A reactive agent system may be formally defined as a tuple $\text{RAs} = \langle E, P, A, M, \text{perceive}, \text{act}, \text{interact}, \text{change} \rangle$

$$\text{perceive} : E \rightarrow P$$

$$\text{act} : P \times M \times M \times M \rightarrow A$$

$$\text{interact} : P \times M \times M \times M \rightarrow M \times M \times M \times M$$

$$\text{change} : E \times A \times A \times A \rightarrow E$$

where $E$ is the environment, $P$ the possible stimuli an
agent can get from the environment, A the actions an agent can apply and M the messages agents can send to each other. Direct messages may not necessarily be used.

Some systems also use a very simple set of states $S$, and the domain of the $act$ and $interact$ functions changes from $P \times M$ and $P$ to $P \times S \times M$ and $P \times S$, respectively. The state is calculated by

$$state : S \times P \times M \times M \times M \rightarrow S$$

as a function of previous state and the current stimulus.

In many previous studies (Bourjot et al. (2003); Beurier et al. (2002); Mamei et al. (2004); Picard (2005); Randles et al. (2007); Unsal and Bay (1994)), agents are capable of moving according to very simple laws and in reaction to simple stimuli. The result is usually the formation of a certain geometrical or geometry-related structure or behaviour: arrangement of agents in a circular or almost circular shape (Beurier et al. (2002); Mamei et al. (2004)); detection of areas in an image (Bourjot et al. (2003)); gathering of resources in a single area (Randles et al. (2007)); foraging of food or transportation of loads (Unsal and Bay (1994)); emergence of a traffic direction (Picard (2005)). These types of emergents are enumerated in Table 1.

Table 1. Examples of emergents in reactive multi-agent systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent capabilities</th>
<th>Emergent property</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>fixed, binary states</td>
<td>conservation, gliders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mobile, binary states, repulsion</td>
<td>shape formation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mobile, multiple states, repulsion</td>
<td>multi-level shape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mobile, reinforcement</td>
<td>area coverage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mobile, transportation</td>
<td>accumulation of resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>limited transit space</td>
<td>emergence of a traffic direction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In all the examples above a certain structure is formed, in space or in both space and time (as in the case of dynamic, stable, behaviour). The structure is emergent because the concept of structure – layout or order among multiple agents – is not defined explicitly in the description of individual agents. The emergent structure arises out of the movement of agents and/or their change of state. Changes of state and movement of an agent usually occur as a result of the state of neighbour agents and the attraction or repulsion to neighbour agents. Therefore, the structure arises out of certain tensions between individuals. The same happens with inanimate natural complex systems (Gleizes (2004); Heylighen (2002)): due to the forces between the parts of the system, the parts organise themselves into a certain structure.

Many examples of emergence in multi-agent systems relate to the notion of self-organisation, and the two concepts are often considered synonymous because of common features like decentralised control, flexibility and robustness (Heylighen (2002)). Although the two concepts are different, few examples of emergence without self-organisation exist (De Wolf and Holvoet (2005)) and none of them is in the field of multi-agent systems.

In reactive agent systems the emergent organisation is of physical (in the sense of spatial or space-related) nature. This is not very unexpected, as the language of the individuals composing the system is also space-related: it describes movement, position, and direction. The emergent property or behaviour, although novel and possibly unexpected, is not of a different nature than the properties and behaviour of the individual entities, it is just of a higher level.

The advantage of obtaining an emergent pattern is that the agents do not need to be aware of the structure in order to form it. Moreover, self-organised structures have the properties of flexibility, redundancy and robustness – no individual agent is absolutely necessary to the structure and reduced damage to the structure has no permanent effect on it, as the agents reorganise and form the same pattern again. It is important to observe, however, that the resulting structure is always implicitly described in the behaviour of the individual agents that form it (Mamei et al. (2004)). Still, explicit structure and organisation awareness would indeed need agents with better capabilities of representation and memory.

In conclusion of this section, considering the above mentioned work, most present multi-agent systems use emergence to obtain robust spatial structures or space-related behaviour by using simple – reactive – agents, which are only capable of actions in response to the conditions in their immediate environment and/or neighbourhood. The emergent organisation is not of a different nature than the properties and behaviour of the agents, but it is of a higher level.

4. COGNITIVE AGENTS VERSUS REACTIVE AGENTS

An agent is considered to be an "encapsulated computer system that is situated in some environment, and that is capable of flexible, autonomous action in that environment in order to meet its design objectives" (Jennings and Wooldridge (1999)). According to this definition, an agent is capable of acting autonomously according to the objectives that it pursues. Therefore, a cognitive agent is considerably closer to this definition, as a reactive agent may have no explicitly specified objectives and its actions may not be meaningful in the absence of a larger system of agents surrounding it. Moreover, reactive agents have no plans, their actions being immediate responses to stimuli.

There are many advantages that a cognitive agent has over a reactive agent. First, it is proactive. Even if there are no signals, perceptions or stimuli from the environment, a cognitive agent may act by itself, taking action according to its objectives.

Second, a cognitive agent is aware of its situation and may reason about it. It is aware of what it is supposed to fulfill as final goal and is capable of making plans and taking action towards the realisation of its goal. As opposed to a reactive agent that acts blindly according to its simple set of rules, the cognitive agent can use its experience and information about the environment and the consequences of past actions to develop a better plan every time a similar situation occurs.
Third, cognitive agents are able to recognise when the objectives are completed. Usually, in the case of reactive agent systems, only an external observer can have an overall perspective on the state of the system, as the agents continue to act without knowing if their function has been fulfilled.

Structurally, if a reactive agent contains only a set of simple rules about how it should react to external stimuli (and, in some examples, a simply defined state), a cognitive agent has a more complex internal structure. A common model for cognitive agents is the BDI model of agency, based on the three components a cognitive agent should have: Beliefs about the environment and, possibly, about other agents; Desires or goals that it wants to achieve; Intentions, or actions that, according to the plans it develops, it will execute and will potentially lead to the realisation of its goals (Rao and Georgeff (1995)).

The BDI architecture considers agents with the following structure:

\[
\text{Agent} = (\text{Beliefs, Desires, Intentions, Plans, Percepts, Actions})
\]

Usually, Plans \(\subseteq\) Beliefs and a certain indication of \textit{State} is also likely to be included. The functioning of the agent is governed by the functions:

- revise\textit{beliefs} : Beliefs \(\times\) Percepts \(\rightarrow\) Beliefs, that revises beliefs according to recent perception;
- get\textit{options} : Beliefs \(\times\) Desires \(\rightarrow\) Intentions, that decides on the appropriate goals to follow next;
- plan : Intentions \(\times\) Beliefs \(\times\) Subplans \(\rightarrow\) Plans, that builds plans towards achieving the desired goals;
- act : Plans \(\times\) State \(\rightarrow\) Actions, that executes the plans as sequences of actions.

5. EMERGENCE IN COGNITIVE AGENT SYSTEMS

Reactive agent systems use emergence to obtain, as a system, a result that is of higher level than the result that can be obtained by any of the agents, individually. The difference in level is the outcome of the interactions between the agents. The global function is obtained without the knowledge of the agents, and, because they do not need to know about (and therefore be able to conceive) the global function, the agents can have a simpler implementation and require lower computational capabilities.

In reactive agent systems the emergent is strongly related, in nature, to the possible actions of agents and, more important, to the interactions between agents: if the system is a Cellular Automaton, where cells have two states (active or inactive), then the result is a certain invariable structure or sequence of active cells (as in the glider); if the system is formed of agents that can move around, change state and are attracted or rejected by other agents, the result is a certain structure formed by the agents, with a certain distribution of agents in a certain state; finally, if the system contains agents that can move and have a notion of direction, the result may be a certain behaviour and a global invariable direction in a certain space.

Compared to reactive agents, cognitive agents have several additional features: knowledge and experience, plans, objectives. The emergents in cognitive multi-agents systems must be of this nature – some form of structures related to the knowledge, plans and objectives of agents, based on interactions comprising these elements.

5.1 Belief-related Emergence

Emergent organisations in reactive agent systems consist of a correlation in agent’s position relative to a certain point, or a correlation between position and state (Beurier et al. (2002); Mamei et al. (2004)).

In the cognitive case, instead of simple properties like position and state, agents hold knowledge bases, that usually hold information about their environment and about other agents. There are two aspects of organisation. First, agents may group or disperse according to the knowledge they have. Second, agents may exchange knowledge. Several types of behaviour may emerge.

Attraction between agents with similar knowledge leads to groups that are dedicated to certain types of information. If the information in the system is on different domains, agent groups will hold specialised data. Information exchange will make agents have more diversified knowledge on their domain. If data from other domains is considered as useless and discarded, then each agent in the system will become a specialist in the domain of the group it is part of. If, however, information is on the same domain, agents might prefer collaboration with agents with similar views in the field, and groups will enter into a competition of different views on the same area of expertise. The result will be a system that will try to solve tasks in different manners, serving for comparison or redundancy.

A possible application of such a multi-agent system would be in social networking: agents, assigned to users, search for other users with as similar features as possible. They join groups that share their opinions and/or are interested in the same topics. Even if agents have, as objective, finding potential new friends for the user they represent, the global result is groups of users that share the same interest.

Repulsion between agents holding similar knowledge will lead to distribution. In this case, attraction towards agents with different knowledge might be used for facilitating information sharing, and then, after information is exchanged (should the agents consider the other agent’s knowledge useful), repulsion will lead to the transportation of the copied data to another area of the system. The result will be distributed knowledge storage and replication.

For example, this behaviour may be used in a decentralised system for the distribution of some physical resource – food, materials, etc. Transporter agents find agents that have other resources than themselves, approach them, exchange resources that they consider of interest, and then go and distribute them at a further location.

In both cases above, the exchange and replication of information guarantees robustness of groups, in the first case, and of the whole system, in the second.
Another possibility of cognitive self-organisation is when agents are not mobile entities, but confined to certain locations (like web servers), but are able to choose the agents that they communicate and collaborate with, for the purpose of solving certain tasks. As not all agents are the same (different servers have different capabilities and may be experience different loads), an agent might tend to choose for collaboration agents that it has collaborated with before, with good results. As features of the agents do not change all the time, collaboration patterns may arise, leading to more efficient global computation.

5.2 Goal-related Emergence

Cognitive agents have goals (or desires), and therefore know what they intend to achieve. These objectives define the final target of an agent’s sequence of actions. By comparison, reactive agents, although they have rules, do not explicitly “know” what is the final goal which they are using the rules for.

Interaction based on the goals of the agents leads to the essential elements of collaboration or competition – working together for a common goal or working separately towards achieving better individual or group performance.

Attraction of an agent towards another agent with a similar objective, or with an objective that is considered as more worthy, leads to the forming of groups of agents that have common goals. A common goal allows for collaboration towards achieving that goal and a more efficient solution is obtained.

An example would be a task processing multi-agent system, where tasks have different priorities. Agents want to process tasks with higher priority. When an agent takes an urgent task, surrounding agents that work on tasks with lower priority will change their objectives in order to collaborate in the processing of this high priority task, that is more attractive to them. The emergent effect will be an improvement in the efficiency of task processing.

5.3 Planning-related Emergence

As reactive agents have rules, cognitive agents usually feature a plan library, used for building plans in order to attain goals. These sub-plans are what characterises the behaviour of an individual agent, as the plans lead to the establishment of immediate intentions that are translated into agent’s actions.

Being able to exchange parts of the plan libraries, agents will, in fact, transfer behaviour. As plan templates change as a result of past experiences, behaviour transfer leads to better agents that might know how to solve a problem even if it is new to them, because other agents have provided them with the solution to that sort of problem.

Moreover, a measure of success may be added to each agent. Consequently, agents might prefer to copy the behaviour of more successful agents. Or, in case several plans for a certain objective exist, agents will keep the plan provided by the agent which is most successful, this way copying its behaviour and general approach to problems. Successful and, possibly, more experienced agents will become leaders and role models for the less-fortunate agents. Hierarchies will emerge, and in general the agents will act more efficiently, as they will use the best plans.

A foraging application is a good example. In a land full of obstacles, an agent’s objective is to find food and bring it back to base. There are many paths towards food repositories. Some agents will find shorter paths, and they will return to base more quickly and therefore be rewarded with a higher score and, possibly, with some upgrades. When agents meet, they exchange information from their plan libraries (of course, they might also exchange knowledge about the location of food). Less successful agents will copy the partial paths of agents with higher score, resulting in a higher potential score for themselves, potential upgrades and thus better means to find food and fulfill their goal. Although the personal objective of agents is to find and retrieve food, the emergent will be, primarily, a hierarchy among agents (based on success), and, secondly, a reinforcement of the best paths. This result is similar to results obtained by stigmergy, however the knowledge spreads much faster.

5.4 BDI-Emergence

We conclude this section with some important observations. First, a cognitive multi-agent system may (and probably should) combine in the interaction between agents all three elements – beliefs, goals (desires) and plans (intentions) (several types of emergents are presented in Table 2 and Figure 1).

In order to obtain true emergents, the goals of the agents must not be the same as the desired global effect or behaviour. That is, the agents must be unaware of the global objective, whose fulfilment can only be acknowledged by an external observer. Moreover, emergence is used to obtain a property that could not be conceived (due to capability limitations and more simple implementation) by individual agents. The goals of the agent should not contain the global goal, nor should Subplans contain the algorithm for achieving it.

In short, emergence in cognitive multi-agent systems can be defined as the phenomenon of achieving a superior goal by using agents that interact following (different) individual objectives.
Table 2. Examples of emergents in cognitive multi-agent systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent capabilities</th>
<th>Emergent property</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mobile, exchange knowledge, attraction</td>
<td>knowledge property</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mobile, exchange knowledge, rejection</td>
<td>knowledge rejection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fixed, choice of collaborators</td>
<td>collaboration pattern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mobile, exchange of plans</td>
<td>reinforcement of best plans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fixed, attraction to other agents' goals</td>
<td>improved task processing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. EXAMPLE

A simple example of a cognitive multi-agent system will be considered and compared to a similar reactive multi-agent system - the “Game Of Life” Cellular Automaton (Gardner (1970)). The reactive agent system will be named CA and the cognitive agent system will be named KCA (Knowledge Cellular Automaton).

The CA is specified as a grid in which each cell can be "alive" or "dead". Alive cells die if the vicinity is under populated or overcrowded. Dead cells become alive if the number of alive neighbours is just right.

In a reactive agent system modelling the CA, each agent manages one cell in the environment – a set of $n \times n$ cells in a state of "alive" or "dead". An agent at position $x, y$ is able to perceive, change, and broadcast the state of its cell.

$$CA = \{E, P, A, M\}, \text{perceive, act, interact, change}$$

$$E = \{0, 1, \ldots, n\} \times \{0, 1, \ldots, m\} \times \{\text{dead, alive}\}$$

$$P = \{\text{dead, alive}\} \ A = \{\text{die, live}\} \ M = \{0, 1\}$$

$$\text{perceive}_{x,y} = \text{s}, \text{where } (x, y, s) \in E$$

$$\text{interact}_{x,y} = 1 \ \text{if perceive}_{x,y} = \text{alive}, \ 0 \ \text{otherwise}$$

$$\text{change}_{x,y} = \text{act}_{x,y}$$

$$\text{act}_{x,y} = \text{die} \ \text{if } (s = \text{dead} \ \land \ n < 3) \lor (n > 3)$$

$$\text{act}_{x,y} = \text{live} \ \text{if } (s = \text{alive} \ \land \ n = 2) \lor (n = 3), \text{where } s = \text{perceive}_{x,y} \text{ and } n = \sum \text{received messages.}$$

In the case of the CA, the most interesting emergents are the patterns formed by living cells, the typical ones being the gliders – dynamic structures of cells that advance across the grid. However, more relevant to our example is another emergent that is not usually mentioned: the conservation of the cell population. Depending on the rules for the cells and on the initial number and distribution of the cells, the population may eventually become extinct, may remain constant in size or may grow to cover the whole grid, uniformly. These properties are not implemented in the cells, but they result from the rules and the initial distribution.

The KCA is specified as a grid that contains in each cell an agent with a certain data storage capacity. Each data element is initially injected in the system from the exterior, into a certain agent. Elements from the environment might also request data from the agents and the agents must try to fulfill the requests. A good implementation of a such system would be a web storage network, where the data is represented by individual web pages and the agents reside on web servers.

There are some specifications of the KCA. An agent can only share information with the agents in the 8 neighbouring cells. The goal of an individual agent is to store data, preferentially pieces of data with a certain degree of relevance between them (for example, the agents will prefer storing web sites of the same genre). There is a limit on the storage capacity of the agents. Each agent must always be able to receive data injected from the exterior, it might choose to discard some of the data it holds, in case its storage capacity is almost full. Discardable items are items that are not interesting to the agent and that are already stored by other neighbouring agents. Each agent occasionally informs the surrounding agents of the information it has and of the data it would like to obtain.

The agents in the KCA may be modelled by a simplified BDI architecture:

$$KA = \{\text{Beliefs, Capacity, Data, Goals, Intentions}\}$$

The Beliefs contain (identifier, owner) associations for data elements held by this agent and by the surrounding agents. The Goals of an agent are the following: to keep the used storage capacity around 75%; to fulfill requests for data (coming from the exterior or from neighbour agents); to send to neighbour agents information and intentions that the agent has. The possible actions that the agent can perform are to request data from a neighbour, to store received data or information, to dispose of data and to send its beliefs and intentions to neighbouring agents. An agent will inform its neighbours only of the data held by it and by the 8 surrounding agents, therefore all agents will be aware of the data existing at a maximum distance of 2 cells. An agent will tend to consider intentions of a neighbour agent as own intentions, if they are considered as relevant.

A specific case is presented in Figure 2. The figure shows a section of a data storage system containing 12 agents, named from A to L. The system currently holds copies of 6 data chunks D1-D6. The first four are related. The last two are from a different domain. Each agent can store at most 4 data chunks. We presume that all agents currently have correct information about the data held by surrounding agents. The Intentions of the agents will be the following: agents A, B, C and L will request a random piece of data from their neighbours, as they do not already store any data; agents D and I are at an optimal 75% used capacity, so they will not try to get more data; agent E is at full capacity, so it will remove D4, as it is already held by two of its neighbours; agent F will request D2, as it is related to D1 and D3; agent G may request any of D1-D4, as D5 and D6 are not related to any other known data; agent K will desire to get D2 (it knows from agent J that agent I has it), as being most related to D1, but no neighbour has it. However, agents F and J will share the goal of getting D2 (agent F already has it). Therefore J will get to request D2 from I, and at a later time agent K will retrieve it.

The example of the KCA system combines different types of emergents. There exist belief-related emergences: agents...
Fig. 2. Agents in a KCA, named A to L, before (a) and after (b) the data transfers indicated by the arrows. Each agent can hold at most 4 of the data chunks present in the system (D1-D6). To the right (c), the degree of relation between the pieces of data.

are attracted to related knowledge but will also discard knowledge that is superfluous in the area. Also, goal-related emergence: if an agent needs certain data surrounding agents might share this goal and cooperate with it to help the transfer. Moreover, plan-related emergence added in the context of real web server agents, as some of the agents might be more responsive than others. An agent will remember (as a belief) the response time of neighbour agents and common neighbours will use the information to choose which agent to contact if they need certain data held by more agents.

As the expected emergent properties of the CA relate to the conservation of the cell population, the KCA is expected to present emergents of similar nature. Uniform distribution and replication of data on the grid is not directly implemented in the individual agents, as their goals are mostly selfish and only describe the desired properties of their own knowledge set. Some glider-like dynamic structures may also result, propagating knowledge through the grid. It is important to point out that, although these are the emergents one might expect, emergence can currently be verified only by experiment.

Compared to the CA, the cognitive agent system is not only more efficient, as the agents can remember the information that they have received and may use it in building future plans, but the cognitive approach is more powerful and capable.

7. CONCLUSION

As computational power increases and cognitive agent systems are improved, it is necessary to discuss the notion of emergence in the cognitive context. The purpose of this paper was to define the different forms and requirements of emergence in cognitive agent systems. A simple, but relevant example has been given, combining different types of emergence and emphasising the advantages of the cognitive approach versus the reactive one.

In perspective, it is necessary to develop examples and simulations that will establish more precisely the conditions in which emergents arise, towards an appropriate formalisation of emergence as a phenomenon.
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